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1 History of Sudoku

Sudoku was invented in 1979 by an American Howard Grans publishing for his newspaper.
He published it under the name Number Place in Dell Magazine. It was not very popular,
and it was eventually purchased by a Japanese puzzle company in 1986, where it gained
much popularity. It was renamed Sudoku when it was played in Japan. Sudoku roughly
translates to “single number”. In 2005, Sudoku became extremely popular in the United
States, and it has been ever since.

2 All possible Sudoku Solutions

There are approximately 6.671 ∗ 1021 possible Sudoku solutions. If each entry represented
one byte of space, we would need approximately 5.4 ∗ 1014gigabytes to store each solution.
There is not enough space on any computer to do this.

3 Types of Soultions to Sudoku Puzzles

There are three main types of solutions to Sudoku puzzles. The ones that anyone does in
the Newspapers and magazines will have one unique solution, otherwise they are deemed
invalid. It is also possible for a sudoku grid to have more than one solution to it, where a
number could go in numerous places without a contradiction, and for it to have no solutions
possible, where the given solutions themselves will yield a contradiction.

4 The minimum number of clues needed to solve a su-

doku grid

The minimum nubmer of clues needed to solve a sudoku grid is seventeen. This has not been
proven mathematically, however there are no known sudoku puzzles with sixteen puzzles
that will yield one unique solution based on deductie reasoning alone. All sudoku grids that
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have sixteen solutions revealed will not have one unique solution when only sixteen clues are
revealed.

5 Sudoku Grids as Matrices

A sudoku matrix is the solution to a sudoku grid. I have notices many unique properties
when sudoku grids are viewed in this way.

6 Sudoku Grids and Latin Squares

A latin square is an n2xn2 grid using the digits 1 − n2 only, in which each number is used
exactly once in each row and column. A sudoku matrix is a subset of the latin square group
because it follows the same rules but also uses the digits 1− n2 (In the case of the Standard
Sudoku grids, the digits 1 through 9). It will have all the properties of latin squares plus
additional properties. Below are interesting facts that I have uncovered about these matrices.

7 Properties of Latin Squares

I have discovered certain properties of Latin Squares that are very interesting. While ex-
periementing in matlab I realized that it seemed that every latin square has an eigenvalue
of 45, and that the dominant eigenvalue was also 45. I relaized later on that I could prove
that all latin squares will have an eigenvalue of 45 because of a theorem that states that the
dominant eigenvalue of any matrix where each row and column have the same sum, will have
an eigenvalue of that sum. I also noticed that the determinant will be divisible by 45 at least
once as well. I then began to build a program to determine whether or not a matrix was in
fact a sudoku matrix by determining first if the determinant was divisible by 45, (because
this takes the least time for matlab to compute), and then determining if its dominant eigen-
value is 45, then if it passes both of these tests, it will scan each 3x3 submatrix to determine
if it uses the numbers 1 though 9 exactly once in each grid. This is an idea for an effiecient
program, but I began to search for properties of sudoku matrices that are unique to sudoku
matrices and I found this with Gershgorin circles.

8 Gershgorin Circles and Sudoku

Dr. Steven Leon, Chancellor Professor of Mathematics at UMASS Dartmouth introduced
me to Gershgorin Circle Theorem when I was wondering what fundamental unique properties
Sudoku matrices had. The Gershgorin Circle Theorem states that if you take each diagonal
entry of a square matrix aij and plot it in Z (The Complex Plane) and make a circle with
aij as the focal point with radius equal to the absolute value of all other entries in row i.
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After this process is done, at the union of all these circles will be where all eigenvalues of
the matrix must reside. Let us take a look at this Sudoku Grid:

9 7 5 1 6 4 2 3 8
2 1 4 7 3 8 9 6 5
8 3 6 5 9 2 4 7 1
7 8 2 6 5 3 1 4 9
1 5 9 2 4 7 6 3 8
4 6 3 8 1 9 7 5 2
5 9 1 4 8 6 3 2 7
6 2 8 3 7 1 5 9 4
3 2 7 9 2 5 8 1 6


Using the gerschgorin circle m-file (gersch.m) constructed

by Prof. Leon, I was able to plot the Gerschgorin circles in Octave. The following is the
graph of the matrix’s eigenvalues in Z:

Notice the eigenvalue on the far right of the figure. That is the eigenvalue 45, the
dominant eigenvalue of any latin square. I began to run the program for the 3x3 submatrices
of the main Sudoku grid, and found that the largest dominant eigenvalue I found was about
20. Professor Leon states that there is a theorem that exists that any 3x3 sudoku submatrix
will have a dominant eigenvalue no greater than 22. This is a very interesting fact and this
is the main unique property of sudoku matrices that I have been told thus far. I will look
into proving this theorem over the summer and will incorporate it into the program I am
writing to determine if an entered grid is in fact a valid sudoku matrix.
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